
Embark for a panoramic tour through the Lavaux, protected site by UNESCO as world heritage, then board for a cruise of 45' on the
Leman Lake. 

Information Description

Tour name R-MONTREUX: Lavaux+Chaplin+Cruise

Code produit SBG330-4

Opening Everyday from may to september

Time 08:15

Description Embark for a panoramic tour through the Lavaux, protected site by UNESCO as world heritage. The view since its
vineyards in terraces make of this site one of the most beautiful of Switzerland. Get fresh ideas in this dream
landscape leting you carry by the trolley .From Vevey the red locomotive will make you discover the most beautiful
place of the site.

Arriving to Vevey, plunge into the Charly Chaplin's adventure, visit the reconstruction of a film set. Pop over in the
time and discover the unique atmosphere of the movies star of the 7th art, laught granted! Much more than a
museum it is before everything a moment of exception for all the family.
Take back the trolley to reach Montreux, and feel the good vibes of the city. Enjoy your free time to discover this
place. At 15h45 board for a cruise on the Leman Lake of half an hour, discover new point of vues of this so rich and
lovely region.
At the end of the afternoon board the bus to return to Geneva.

Duration of
circuit

10h00

Departure Bus Terminal, Place Dorcière

Return point Bus Terminal, Place Dorcière

Children
information

Infant: 0-3 years old - 15.-CHF Child:4-12 years old - Child's fare applicable

Included - Bus trip from Geneva to Vevey
- Sightseeing tour in the Lavaux with a Trolley 
- Entry for Chaplin's World 
- Cruise on the Lake 30 minutes 
- Bus trip from Montreux to Geneva

Ticket-point - Keytours SA
Office +41 22 731 41 40
E-mail: info@keytours.ch
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